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**NOTE:** Multiple entries will be placed in **Microsoft.Software.Connectivity.** and **.ServiceUpdater.Vendor.** The
deviceProductCode and its value are not supposed to be the same. If there are multiple entries made, it is fine. This telemetry
is collected to understand if the software version update behavior is working fine. If the behavior is not working, the frequency

in which the problem occurs can help us fix the issues that are being faced. We also use the information on a daily basis to
help us understand the current usage patterns for the device. The critical signal used to track the performance of outbound

sync operations that communicate directly with SharePoint including correlating information allowing us to monitor and
investigate the performance of uploading data to our service. This signal is only collected for the worst performing upload in
the last 300 seconds (the number of seconds is configurable by Microsoft depending on service performance and condition).

Office.iOS.Paywall.SKUChooser.MoreBenefits.Stats - Data collected when users tap on See More Benefits to see all the
services, apps and features included in the purchase. They must expand sections detailing the features for each of the apps.
This event collects which features and apps they expanded, along with the duration of time spent. The data is used to ensure
that the UI offered to end users to learn about the benefits is performing as expected. On the first boot of an Office app, we
will try to show a sign in dialog pre-populated with the credentials the user employed to download Office. The user can then
continue to sign-in with those credentials, use different credentials or dismiss the dialog. This event reports the action taken

by the user when presented with this dialog. It is critical for detecting if a user is in a good state on the modern licensing
stack, used for system health and used for diagnostic purposes if a user reports an issue with their machine
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communicate, and publish
professional-looking

documents with time-
saving features, a new

modern look, and built-in
collaboration tools. Save
your work in the cloud on
OneDrive and access it
from anywhere. This file
includes all Office 2016
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Office 2016, Office 2016,
etc. By default, when a
user logs on for the first
time, the login username

and password are
encrypted using the
encryption algorithm
specified in the user
registry. If the user

attempts to log on with a
new computer, the login

credentials are decrypted
using the encryption

algorithm configured on
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that new computer. A new
computer usually has a

different default
encryption algorithm,
which could make it

easier for an attacker to
crack the login

credentials. 5ec8ef588b
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